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 It takes birds to make a bird dog: It takes wild birds to make a great bird dog. 

Wild birds give dogs no easy success and a lesson each time dog and bird encounter each 

other. The Ruffed Grouse is the master in teaching the dog far better than any trainer. The 

dog that has become an experienced grouse dog has had many encounters in the thick and 

tangled cover of the grouse coverts. If the dog isn’t quick enough to point the bird will 

only be the thunder heard flushing through the forest.  

In my opinion the Grouse is the King of game birds. Being from the South you might 

think quail would be my pick and maybe if I had lived during the quail heydays they 

would be. With the shrinking habitat and opportunity to find a good day’s hunt I decided 

to give Ruffed Grouse a try and I was hooked on my first trip to Wisconsin. The color, 

smells and abundant land to run on are just a small part of the allure of the Thunder bird. 

With my love of field trials it is only natural that I wished to combine the two.  I am 

pleased to report on the AKC Grouse and Woodcock trial hosted by the Oak Ridge 

Pointing Dog Club on October 29-30 in Marienville, PA. This was a new activity for the 

Oak Ridge Club and I want to congratulate them on taking the initiative.  This type of 

field trial is often referred to as a Cover Dog Trial. It is a field trial in the woods. 

Marienville, PA is thought by many to be the cradle of Grouse trials. These grounds 

have held trials for over 60 years; its eight one-hour courses (run once each day) have 

been the proving grounds for thousands of dogs.  These dogs are not only competitive; 

their bloodlines are seen in hunters’ dogs throughout the country. 

 This was the weekend that snow wreaked havoc across PA and much of the East 

Coast. Marienville was on the western edge of the storm and the snow spread a beautiful 

light blanket for participants.  

 



 
 

Eighteen starters representing five different breeds where excited to take to the 

woods.  Judges Frank Watters and Curtis Fry gave their full attention to the handlers and 

dogs for two days wishing the best for each brace. The habitat is what keeps the birds on 

course. It takes breeding, exposure and training to take advantage of the few 

opportunities offered. Each course held birds though not all of the dogs made contact. 

Curt offered these comments: The courses and cover were excellent as we moved birds 

on every brace. In the end we had four dogs with solid work. The top two finishers 

(English Setter and a German Shorthair) had their finds at the 56 and 58-minute mark of 

the hour. The third and fourth place finishers (German Shorthair and an English Setter) 

were braced together and had a divided find at about the half way mark. It was a joy and 

an honor to judge this event with such a variety of dogs.  Next time someone else can 

judge because I want to run my dog! 

Below are Open Gun Dog Judge Curtis Fry, Chairman Scott Jordon, Derby Judges 

Tim Tufts and Tim Perschke, Bill Davis and Open Gun Dog Judge Frank Watters. 



 
 

Ernie Lantiege guided his Paucek’s Bonasa Bandit CD JH a snappy female English 

Setter to the blue.  Second place was awarded to German Shorthaired pointer FC AFC 

Gunnem Down Adolph owned and handled by Ron Schmeider. Third went to another 

German Shorthaired Pointer owned and handled by W C Hensel and English Setter 

Hypointe Putter Boy took fourth, owned and handled by Nicholas Mellon Jr.. 

 

 Thanks must be given to the many local American Field trialers that are familiar 

with the grounds.  They marshaled each brace and lent advice from start to finish.  

Without their help the trial could not have been the success that it was. 

   The Open Derby provided an opportunity for the younger dogs to demonstrate their 

abilities. 



 
 

Ernie Lantiege returned to the winner’s circle with Paucek’s Purdey Patches JH. 

Second placed went to GSP Larke Spirit Of Boyd’s Hollow Oscar for Benjamin Toth. 

Impressive Gewehr Von Catskill, another GSP, garnered third with Jaclyn Secan. Fourth 

was awarded to Gunnem Down Hanna Bonaza with Ron Schmeider again in the 

placements. 

 

 If you love to hunt Grouse or Woodcock, you should realize that your club can 

host this type of trial. The AKC encourages clubs to hold Cover Dog trials.  The event 

application process is the same as other trials.  If there are questions, please contact Lisa 

Carroll, Manager of Performance Events at LAC@akc.org or Gary Sadler, Field 

Representative at GNS@akc.org.    
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